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A Warm Welcome
At Utiligroup we constantly look forwards and we
have plenty of new solutions and developments for
2014 in mind.
However, we also thought it would be nice to reflect back at some of the
achievements and opportunities of 2013, which was quite a momentous year for
us in many ways. Check out our aptly themed timeline of 2013 on Page 3 and 4.
As we all know, the UK energy supply market is dominated by the Big 6
Energy Suppliers; however interest from new entrant Suppliers has never
been greater, and our customers such as GnERGY, Co-operative Energy,
and OVO Energy are reshaping the structure of the UK energy market
through their innovation and efficiency. Supplier in a Box™ provides new
Suppliers with a complete package for successful market entry, and in this
edition of SwitchedOn we uncover why now could be a pivotal time to enter
the market as a new entrant Community Energy Supplier.
The energy market is always under the watchful eye of the media, consumer
groups and Suppliers who are all keen to maintain a competitive edge.
Smartphone applications - and how they can help customers reduce their
energy usage and save money on energy bills - are increasingly topical.
Utiligroup has therefore launched a smart mobile application for Suppliers,
which will enable consumers to improve their energy management by
providing round-the-clock access to their account.
This brand new product will enable smaller
Suppliers to provide a level of service that
prioritises customer service, and compete with
some of the bigger players in the market.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue and on
behalf of my colleagues at Utiligroup, we
would all like to wish you a very Happy 2014
and we hope that the New Year brings us
more opportunities to work together.
If you would like to enquire about any
of the articles in this issue, please get
in touch!

Community Energy goes for Gold
The energy market is notoriously complex, and it is no surprise
that the UK energy market is dominated by the Big 6 gas and
electricity Suppliers. As energy bills continue to rise and incomes
remain stagnant, householders are at risk of falling into fuel
poverty, and the demand for local Community Energy Suppliers
has never been stronger.
Our Supplier in a Box™ offering is adaptable
to local circumstances and can enable local
Suppliers to directly service community needs.
Supplier in a Box™ facilitates market entry by
combining all of the necessary software,
pre-accredited licences, professional services,
back office functions and industry consultancy,
to ensure that aspiring Suppliers can become
operational in the shortest possible time and
focus on providing a level of service that
enhances customer experience.

Utiligroup has developed a proven and
unrivalled track record in delivering solutions
to new entrant Suppliers such as Hudson
Energy, ExtraEnergy, Flow Energy and many
more, who are reshaping the structure of the
UK energy market by covering all aspects of
their operations.

All the best,
Matthew
Matthew.Hirst@utilisoft.com
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Utiligroup helped
5 new entrants go
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Smart metering technology
for domestic customers

Reducing upfront costs
for customers

PAYGO solution
development

Providing transparency
on bills

Use less energy through
smart technology

Skiing through 2013
By now you may have picked up on our love of sports here at Utiligroup, from the running theme of our
newsletters. So we thought we would combine our passion for the energy market with our love of sports,
and all together reflect back at some of the accomplishments of 2013.
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Brand new
mobile portal
app launched

Did you know?
We have launched
an updated version
of our hugely
popular iPhone
DTC mobile app.

Fresh Solutions

Take the Jump

Utiligroup is constantly designing brand new solutions
to respond to new and sometimes challenging industry
developments.

There has been great debate recently about whether smartphones can
save on energy bills, and we believe this CAN be achieved with the right
energy management tools.

The core purpose of our solutions is to enable customers to improve day-to-day
operations and cope with new changes to maintain a high level of customer
service. Our flexible IGT solution does exactly that - it enables Suppliers to support
IGT sites by easily registering IGT customers into our current AFMS Gas solution.

With our customers’ needs in mind, we have
developed a brand new mobile ‘app’ which enables
consumers to effectively monitor and manage their
energy accounts. Therefore they no longer have to
worry about getting stuck in long call queues to deal
with simple tasks, such as making payments, tracking
their energy usage and submitting meter readings.

AFMS Gas is a fully functional product and amongst its many capabilities it has
been engineered to perform the tasks required by a Gas Shipper. This includes the
processing of registration flows and the construction of the outbound flows that
must adhere to the regulations identified by the central systems. The IGT solution
is flexible to allow quick and easy integration into a current live instance of AFMS
Gas. This allows our customers to easily support the IGT market within their current
solution, with no impact on their current portfolio, and with all the benefits of the
solution working with existing interfaces.
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Not only will our mobile app enable end customers
to improve their energy management, but it will
also allow Suppliers to deliver a level of service that
prioritises customer experience, and compete with
some of the biggest Suppliers on the market.
Take a look at some screenshots of our mobile app
below, which show you some of the features on offer.
The design and layout of the app is customisable
and can be tailored to be in formation with
your corporate branding.
Contact us for more information!

In the
Boot Room…
What’s your favourite gadget?
It would have to be my Nespresso
machine. I know it’s not overly healthy
but there’s something very nice about
a good coffee to get the day started.

Ope rati ons
Dir ect or

What do you see as the biggest
opportunities for new entrant
Suppliers in the next few years?

...with Drew Green
How long have you worked
for the Company?
13 years - man and boy obviously.
How would you describe yourself
in three words?
Well Matt offered the three C’s to
me of colourful, chatty and chubby praise indeed! I’ll go for approachable,
pragmatic and loud (family trait).
One piece of advice to give someone
new to the energy industry?
Find the experts and prepare to learn!
It’s a complex industry and I feel
learning from the experience of others
is the best way of obtaining not only
the detail but the priceless knowledge
about the nuances of the industry.
What’s your favourite
holiday destination?
Well this is the Winter Olympics so I
would have to go with skiing holidays
to La Plagne and the surrounding area
in the French Alps - however with two
young children it appears that Centre
Parcs has become more the norm.
What song best describes your
work ethic?
Computer Love by Kraftwerk or
Eight Days a Week

With consumer awareness of energy and
its associated cost at an all-time high,
it is an excellent time for innovation in
the market through new propositions.
This is further enabled through the
emergence of Smart metering and the
capability to offer new propositions such
as Paygo or innovative tariffs enabled
by enhanced usage information ‘all the
energy you use on your birthday is free’
for instance.
Name one thing you consider
yourself to be very good at?
Decision making and empathy (darn that’s
two). It’s a fast moving environment
and I’d like to think that I help our team
through the daily challenges this brings
to both us and our customers.
Where would you like to be in
10 years’ time?
Is it wrong to refer back to the skiing
holidays in la Plagne but add the word
‘prolonged’… probably not. Otherwise
I want to be looking back at the exciting
and challenging years that have
continued the growth and evolution of
Utiligroup, through DCC, market change
and beyond, assisting our customers
through many other opportunities. In a
forward looking vein it will be interesting
to be staring at the following 10 years
to see what future solutions will be
required in the industry.

What do you most like about
working at Utiligroup?
The people and the ever changing
challenges and opportunities.
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